
www.nocturama.org

- Dendi Rustandi, Manager

“We will never forget the 
friends that give their 
support, encouragement, 
and spirit in helping us keep 

the loris wild.”

There is always more to learn
For more information

www.nocturama.org

www..facebook.com/littlefirefaceproject

@queenfireface

@queenfireface

www.etsy.com/uk/shop/littlefirefacesshop- Jane Goodall

“Only if we understand can we care. 
Only if we care will we help. 

Only if we help shall they be saved.”

Conserving the slow loris
ABOUT LITTLE FIREFACE
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How can you help?
Your support is vital

Due to its cute looks, the slow loris is a popular target for 
both the illegal pet trade and the photo-prop 
industry. People are often not aware that participating 
in these activities is fuelling the illegal wildlife trade. Wild 
individuals, especially babies, are taken from the wild for 
these lucrative trades. Because of their potentially lethal 
bite, teeth are cruelly removed so the animals can’t 
inflictinflict any harm. A strong belief that lorises will heal 
numerous different ailments also fuels the illegal use of 
lorises for traditional medicine.

A large part of Indonesia and South East Asia is subject 
to intense and large-scale deforestation, causing 
habitat loss for many of its native animals. With the 
ever-increasing demand for products such as palm-oil 
and exotic wood, deforestation is occurring at a larger 
scale than ever before. It is therefore vital that we 
protect not only the loris, but also the environment it 
lilives in. The Little Fireface Project works together with 
the local community to protect the forest where the 
Javan slow loris is found, educating farmers on more 
sustainable methods.  

threats

- Prof Anna Nekaris,
on the illegal loris trade

“I found dozens of lorises, 
from Borneo and Sumatra as 
well as Java, openly for sale.”

From 21 cm to 31 cm,

depending on species

One or two after

6 months gestation

Tropical forests

and plantations

Gum, Flowers, insects

From 250 g to 2 kg,

depending on species

Vulnerable or

Critically endangered

Loris distribution

a unique primate home to java’s forests

what is a slow loris?


